Shortly after the conquest of Tenochtitlan from the Aztecs in 1521, Cortés decided to establish the political, religious and economic capital of viceregal New Spain in Mexico City. In that city the first printing press in the New World was set up in 1539 by Juan de Pablos, an Italian printer who worked as an agent for Juan Cromberger, three provincial councils regulating the establishment of the Church in New Spain (1555–85) were held, and the Tribunal of the Inquisition (1571) was founded, as was the Royal and Pontifical University (1553) where the viceregal intellectual elite was educated. The cathedral, constructed in 1530 on the site of the legendary Aztec temple and elevated to a metropolitan see in 1546, has long been considered to be one of the most important centres for the cultivation of polyphony in the New World. Both its strategic geographical situation on one of the main communication routes linking Europe with America, and its rich musical history, especially since Steven Barwick discovered some polyphonic books there in the 1940s, have served to establish this idea. Research by Robert Stevenson and other local historians such as Jesús Estrada and Gabriel Saldívar confirmed the presence of an exceptionally vibrant musical life in the city right from the start of the Spanish colonial period.

However, little is known about the music performed in Mexico Cathedral in the 16th century since the earliest sources date only from the first quarter of the 17th century. This major gap can be partially filled thanks to a rich and highly detailed inventory of the music books and papers that were held in the cathedral towards the end of 1589 (see illus.1). In spite of the usual problems of identification that inevitably limit this kind of document, this inventory is fascinating, not only for the breadth of repertory it contains and the degree of detail in which this repertory is described, but also because it affords a glimpse into certain aspects of the music performed at a New World cathedral at the end of the 16th century. During my research in Mexico, I recently relocated this document, which had been mislaid since 1940.

The 1589 inventory of music books forms part of a bundle of papers bound in a large volume containing a number of different inventories drawn up in the 16th and 17th centuries of ‘the possessions, silver, ornaments and other things’ (‘los bienes, plata, ornamentos y otras cosas’) belonging to the cathedral. The inclusion of music books among the cathedral valuables (‘tesoro’) occurs frequently in this period. The bundle containing this inventory is dated 1585–9, and includes three inventories of interest for music in the cathedral. The first is an inventory of the organs which bears witness to the existence of ‘two main organs consisting of all their mixtures and other stops, with none of the necessary pipes missing’ (‘dos órganos principales cumplidos de todas sus mixturay composiciones, que no les falta cañón ninguno de los necesarios’). The second lists 27 missals, mostly post-tridentine or ‘new’ missals from the great printing-houses of the mid-16th century such as Plantin in Antwerp and the Junta family in Venice. Among those liturgical books printed in Spain, eight printed by Guillermo Foquel in Salamanca (two in 1587, two in 1588, and four more in 1589, the year in which the inventory was drawn up), are included, reflecting the rapidity with which new editions reached the New World.
First page of the inventory of the music library of Mexico City Cathedral (1589) (by permission of the Chapter of Mexico Cathedral)
The third of these inventories, the focus of this article, lists the polyphonic books and was completed on 9 December 1589; it consists of four folios and has a total of 208 entries (see the Appendix). Among the eleven composers mentioned in the document are some of the most celebrated of the 16th century; the wide range of musical genres represented reflects the importance of music in the metropolitan cathedral. No rubric or heading is found in the document which presents a mix of choirbooks, partbooks, and works copied on loose sheets (cuadernos) in Latin and Castilian. It almost certainly follows the order of the books on the shelves arranged according to size: first, the choirbooks (with printed books before manuscripts), followed by the partbooks and the separate items in Latin and Castilian. A comparison with other cathedral inventories of the period shows that Mexico had one of the richest collections in the whole of the Spanish world (see Table 1).

The reason for the copying of this inventory in 1589 is not known since there is no evidence that the music was transferred from one custodian to another at that time. The new chapelmaster Juan Hernández had been appointed in January 1586, so it may have been simply as a result of the reorganization of the musical material at a moment when all the cathedral valuables were being inventoried. Although the document is unsigned, it is possible that Juan Hernández, a senior member of the choir who was appointed a singer in 1568 and who was acting chapelmaster from 1586, was involved in its redaction. He was responsible for the music books at that time and it is clear that he was greatly involved in the renewal and increase of music during his tenure, which lasted until about 1620. Taking advantage of his privileged position in the cathedral hierarchy and of the chapter’s respect for him as a canon, administrator of the tithes and capitular secretary, Hernández copied and acquired a large number of music books. This activity stemmed from at least the 1570s when he composed and oversaw the printing of some chant melodies for the antiphoners published in Mexico in 1576 by Pedro de Ocharte. Curiously, not a single work listed in the inventory is attributed to Hernández, who nevertheless surely composed much of the music.

The imported repertory: the printed collections of polyphony

The polyphonic books are conveniently identified as printed (‘de molde’), manuscript (‘de mano’) and for instrumentalists (‘de ministries’). Some printed books can be positively identified, since not only the composer’s name and main musical genre, but also the city, printer and date of the edition are given. In other cases, only a brief physical description is provided so that no identification is possible. Even so, it is still possible to gain a fairly clear idea of the printed music in Latin held in 16 collections in Mexico Cathedral at the end of the 16th century (see Table 2).

Tomás Luis de Victoria is the best represented composer, with four of his collections printed in Rome (Appendix, nos.1–4). These volumes, published between 1581 and 1585, contained the main genres of Latin-texted polyphony (Masses, Magnificats, antiphons, hymns, psalms and motets); they reached Mexico only a few years after publication. From an analysis of other cathedral inventories of the period, it is clear that Mexico Cathedral in 1589—when Victoria had just returned from Rome to Spain—held one of the largest collections of his music.

Cristóbal de Morales is represented by his two books of Masses (6–7). Although it is not possible to identify which edition was held by the cathedral, the description of the volumes as being of ‘paper, large format’ (‘en papel de marca mayor’) and ‘old’ (‘viejos’) suggests one of the two choirbook editions produced in the 16th century, whether that of Valerio and Ludovico Dorico (Rome, both volumes, 1544; RISM m3580 and m3582) or that of Jacques

Table 1 Analysis of the contents of the 1589 inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin polyphony</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Printed choirbooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscript choirbooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed partbooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuscript partbooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuadernos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate items</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vernacular music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partbooks and cuadernos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choirbooks for ministries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moderne (Lyon, 1545 and 1551; m3581 and m3583, respectively). Morales’s two volumes of Masses were widely disseminated in the Iberian world, as can be seen from 16th-century inventories from Spain and Spanish America from both private and institutional libraries. The known transmission of Morales’s books of Masses to the New World begins in the year of his death (1553), when the two volumes are listed in an inventory from Cuzco Cathedral, and by this date they would surely already have reached a much more accessible and important city such as Mexico. One or both volumes of Masses are also cited in inventories in three other cathedrals in New Spain (Guatemala, Valladolid—present-day Morelia—and Puebla), and printed and manuscript copies of his Masses are preserved throughout the continent (Guatemala, Puebla, Buenos Aires, La Plata—present-day Sucre—and Santafé de Bogotá). Surprisingly, the Mexican inventory does not list a single edition of one of the great successes of 16th-century music printing, Morales’s Magnificats, the collection of that genre most influential in the Hispanic world. However, manuscript copies of two of Morales’s Magnificats originating in the convent of La Encarnación in Mexico City have been preserved in the Newberry Library in Chicago. This manuscript has a lot of repertory in common with the polyphonic books of Mexico Cathedral, and it is therefore possible that at least one of the three anonymous collections listed in the inventory (9, 10 and 22) may have included manuscript copies of settings by Morales.

Alongside Victoria and Morales, the brothers Pedro and Francisco Guerrero are also specified in the inventory. Pedro Guerrero is represented by a printed collection of motets in four partbooks (14). Possibly this edition can be identified with the Liber Primus Epigramatum, which contained motets for four to six voices, but till now no extant copy has been located, even though its existence is known from several Italian inventories as well as that of the music library of King João IV of Portugal. Since it is listed in the Portuguese inventory alongside Francisco Guerrero’s motets of 1555, it has been suggested that it might have been printed by Martín de Montesdoca in Seville between 1551 and 1555, and that its production was overseen by Francisco himself, while his brother Pedro was in Italy. Further evidence in favour of this hypothesis is found in the inclusion of two of his motets, O beata Maria and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Composer</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>RISM number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>not specified</td>
<td>4 partbooks of motets</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>not specified</td>
<td>5 partbooks of masses and motets</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>not specified</td>
<td>10 partbooks of motets (probably two collections)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1532</td>
<td>not specified</td>
<td>Liber Viginti Missarum</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>1532^{7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1532</td>
<td>not specified</td>
<td>Motteti del fiore</td>
<td>?Lyon</td>
<td>?1532^{9}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1541</td>
<td>Pierre Colin</td>
<td>Liber Octo Missarum</td>
<td>Lyon</td>
<td>C3307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1544</td>
<td>Cristóbal de Morales</td>
<td>Missarum Liber Primus</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>m3580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1544</td>
<td>Cristóbal de Morales</td>
<td>Missarum Liber Secundus</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>m3582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1551–5</td>
<td>Pedro Guerrero</td>
<td>Liber Primus Epigramatum</td>
<td>?Seville</td>
<td>not listed in RISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1555/1570</td>
<td>Francisco Guerrero</td>
<td>Sacrae cantiones / Motteta</td>
<td>Seville / Venice</td>
<td>g4867 / g4871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566</td>
<td>Francisco Guerrero</td>
<td>Liber Primus Missarum</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>G4870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1581</td>
<td>Tomás Luis de Victoria</td>
<td>Hymni totius anni … cum quattuor psalmis^{12}</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>v1428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1581</td>
<td>Tomás Luis de Victoria</td>
<td>Cantica B. Virginis vulgo magnificat … cum quattuor antiphonis</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>v1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1583</td>
<td>Tomás Luis de Victoria</td>
<td>Missarum libri duo</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>v1431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1585</td>
<td>Tomás Luis de Victoria</td>
<td>Motecta festorum totius anni</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>v1433/1585^{6}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Printed music collections in the 1589 inventory
Quinque prudentes virgines, in a manuscript in Guatemala Cathedral, where Montesdoca, the supposed printer, was praecensor in the 1570s. This choirbook is one of the few sources to contain motets by Pedro Guerrero. In any case, it is noteworthy that this collection of motets is lacking from other 16th-century inventories, at least from those so far consulted. This would be surprising if the collection had indeed been printed in Seville since its distribution would very probably have been similar to that of other books printed by Montesdoca. This situation has surely arisen, at least in part, because all motet collections simply ascribed to ‘Guerrero’ have been unilaterally assigned to Francisco. However, the four printed anthologies of Francisco’s motets (1555, 1570, 1589 and 1597) all had five partbooks, while that by Pedro had only four, at least according to the Mexican Cathedral inventory, and this makes it likely that references in Spanish inventories to collections of ‘Guerrero’ motets in four partbooks (as occurs in the inventory (1573) of Princess Juana of Austria’s collection of music books) allude to Pedro’s anthology rather than any of Francisco’s.

Even so, for whatever unknown reason, it would appear that Pedro’s collection circulated less widely than those of his brother Francisco.

Of the two editions of motets by Francisco Guerrero listed in the inventory, one is in fact a collection for five voices (15). It is perhaps unlikely that an edition printed in Venice in 1589 would have reached Mexico in the same year, so it was probably the Sacrae cantiones of 1555 or the Motteta of 1570. A copy of this last edition, which circulated more widely than that of 1555, was acquired by the cathedral chapter in 1632, possibly because the exemplar listed in the 1589 inventory was worn out from use and needed to be replaced. The other printed book by Guerrero listed is his Liber Primus Missarum (5), which contained eight Masses, three motets and a Requiem Mass. Although Francisco Guerrero published a revised version of the Requiem Mass to conform with the requirements of the post-tridentine Nuevo Rezado in his second book of Masses (Rome, 1582; G4872), the pre-tridentine version continued to be used in Mexico Cathedral (with the tract ‘Dixit Dominus’ rather than ‘Absolve Domine’, and the pre-tridentine text and music for the Communion), albeit following the reformed structure, as is clear from the existence of a concordance with the 1566 Mass in a manuscript copied around 1700 (see illus.2). It is curious that the metropolitan see, and thus the viceregal liturgical and ceremonial model, should have continued to use the pre-tridentine musical setting of the Requiem, while other cathedrals, such as Puebla, adopted the revised version. On the other hand, the inclusion of works by Guerrero in several 18th-century manuscripts confirms its longevity: Guerrero’s music clearly formed part of the established canon. In 1585 Mexico Cathedral bought a book sent personally by Guerrero, and this can be identified as the Liber Vesperarum (Rome, 1584; G4873).

For some unknown reason, this book does not appear in the 1589 inventory, which offers a corrective to the received idea that inventories present a complete picture of an institution’s collection at a given moment in time and place.

Among the foreign composers represented in the inventory is Pierre Colin with a book of Masses (8) that can be identified as the Liber Octo Missarum (Lyon, 1541). As occurred with Pedro Guerrero’s book of motets, Colin’s Masses rarely appear in 16th-century Spanish inventories, the only other reference to date being found in that of Princess Juana of Austria (1573). This volume, produced in choirbook format, contained eight Masses, eight motets and eight Magnificats. One of the Masses, Christus resurgens, is copied in the Valdés Codex, although there it is wrongly attributed to ‘Palestina[sic]’. In any case, Colin is one of the few foreign composers specifically mentioned in New World inventories of the 16th century.

Unlike Colin’s Mass book, the ‘libro de veinte misas de Josquin’ (13) is one that appears most frequently in 16th-century Spanish inventories, together with another that was apparently even more widespread, the ‘libro de quince misas de Josquin’. The Mexican inventory is, up till now, the only Hispano-American inventory to include the ‘book of 20 Masses’, although the ‘book of 15 Masses’ is also listed in an inventory from Guatemala Cathedral of 1542. From its description ‘the book of 20 Masses’ can be identified as the collection of seven volumes printed by Pierre Attaingnant with the title Liber Viginti Missarum (Paris, 1532–7). Each volume includes three Masses (except for the sixth, which has only two), with a continuous foliation, so that they could be bound together, as they appear in the
1589 inventory. This Mass anthology, one of the few in the 16th century to contain specifically 20 Masses, included works not only by Josquin, but also by Sermisy, Gascogne, Manchicourt, Mouton, Richafort, Divitis, Prioris and Gombert, among others. Other ecclesiastical archives that held this edition included those of Burgos, the Royal Chapel in Granada, the collegiate church of El Salvador in Granada, Jaén, Plasencia, Tarazona and Zaragoza.\(^2\)

It is not possible to identify other anthologies in the inventory with works by foreign composers because of the generic nature of the descriptions. This is the case with the four partbooks of motets ‘de la flor’ (18). Several volumes of motets ‘of the flower’, or *Motteti del fiore*, were published by Jacques Moderne in Lyon between 1532 and 1542 and by Antonio Gardano in Venice in 1545. The title stemmed from the picture of a thistle on the title-page. Although a firm identification of the volume held in Mexico is not possible, the contents of the collections were very similar, including motets by Franco-Netherlands composers active in the first half of the 16th century, such as Arcadelt, Cortois, Gombert, Lasus, Lhéritier, Lupus, Manchicourt, Richafort and Willaert, among others.\(^3\) If the manuscript copy of Verdelot’s *Si bona suscepimus* mentioned in the inventory (129) was made from a printed edition, it was probably that from Lyon (1532\(^9\)), the only edition of the ‘motets of the flower’ to have four partbooks, as listed in this inventory.

The identification of the ten partbooks ‘presented by his worship’ (‘que regaló su señoría’) (16), probably a reference to the archbishop Pedro de Moya Contreras (*d* 1591), is more intractable. The generic description forestalls any concrete identification, though it is clear that they were partbooks (‘pequeños’), printed (‘de molde’), and contained motets (‘de motetes’), by a variety of authors (‘de diversos autores’) with lettering in gilt. Very probably this entry refers to two sets of five partbooks, or else one of four and the other of six, possibly printed in Italy or France. The same could probably be said of the five printed partbooks of Masses and motets (17), decorated with small golden flowers.\(^4\)
The 16 printed collections listed in the 1589 inventory comprised an extensive, varied and international repertory that must have been acquired through a number of different channels. The Spanish polyphonic books were very possibly sent to Mexico by the composers themselves, following the practice established by Morales in the 1540s. Victoria is known to have sent his books of polyphony to the New World, as in the case of Lima in about 1597, probably on this occasion his second book of Masses (Rome, 1592; v.1434). Victoria also sent to the New World four copies of Philippe Rogier’s Missae Sex. This practice is also confirmed by Alonso Lobo’s sending of his Liber Primus Missarum (Madrid, 1602; l.2588) to Puebla Cathedral in 1606, and the book of Magnificats (probably that by Sebastián Agüera de Heredia (Zaragoza, 1618; A.450)) sent by Bernardo Clavijo del Castillo to Mexico Cathedral in 1621, as well as that sent by the composer Sebastián López de Velasco of his Libro de Missas, Motetes, Salmos . . . (Madrid, 1628; l.2822) to the same cathedral in 1634.

However, it is also possible that the Italian and French collections containing international repertory could have reached Mexico through the gift of a high-ranking clergyman, as was common in the period. An example of this practice is provided by the ten partbooks given by Archbishop Moya Contreras (see above), major musical patron who also held two other important positions, that of Vice-roy and General Inquisitor of New Spain. There is no evidence that Moya Contreras travelled to Italy, but as president of the Third Mexican Provincial Council (1585), he was in constant contact by correspondence with the Holy See through Francisco Beteta, canon of Puebla Cathedral, who represented the Mexican hierarchy in Rome. Beteta was also apparently a bookseller and publisher, since he was granted the privilege to print conciliar texts for 20 years as a reward for his service in Rome. It is wholly possible, following well-established practice, that Beteta might have returned to Mexico with printed music books and presented them to Moya Contreras by way of thanks for favours received.

Local production: the manuscript collections

In addition to the printed books in the 1589 inventory, 21 manuscript collections are listed (ten in choirbook format and the remainder partbooks) and 24 works copied onto separate sheets. Unfortunately, the inventory does not, as does that from Tarazona Cathedral dated 1591, list the contents of each volume in detail, although the example of Tarazona is any case extremely rare. Thus, it is not possible to gauge the total number of works copied in these manuscripts, although some idea of the diversity of the collections and the repertory needed to cover the cathedral’s musical needs in this period can be gained: motet anthologies (nos. 21, 43, 83, 101–02, 105, 107–10, 129, 134, 208), Masses (23, 70, 113) or both genres together (11, 24); Holy Week music with psalms, Passions and Lamentations (12, 25, 51, 111, 121, 127); music for the Mass and Office of the Dead (23, 130, 134); Vespers music including psalms (68, 99, 187), hymns (39, 69, 114, 115), Magnificats (10, 22, 188), a mix of two of these such as hymns and Magnificats (9), hymns and psalms (20), or all three (46): alleluias (98), Asperges (123–4); and verses and fabordesones (63, 69, 114). These surely included the book presented in 1578 to the chapter by the instrumentalist Rodrigo de Saavedra, one of the earliest manuscripts of music for ’ministriles’ I have encountered (see illus.3).

In the case of the separate items in Latin, the title of the work is given but not the composer so that it is impossible to know whether these were local or imported compositions. For example, the introit Gaudeamus (122), the motet Sancti Dei omnes (43), the Mass Petrus Apostolus (113), and the motets Plange Jerusalem (for equal voices) (83) and Ad te levavi (a12) for the Office of the Dead (134) are all unattributed. This last work is important as one of the earliest references to a polyphonic work in the Hispano-American world. The earliest 12-voice works in Spain date from exactly the same period: Guerrero’s motet Duo Seraphim, copied for Seville Cathedral in 1587–8, and Rogier’s Magnificat for the royal chapel in Madrid in 1591. A further unattributed work is the antiphon Exaudi nos Domine (144), composed for the celebration of the Third Mexican Provincial Council, inaugurated by Moya Contreras on 20 January 1585; this may possibly have been one of the last works composed by Hernando Franco, who died in November of that year.

As is typical of other 16th-century inventories, the compiler of this inventory identified the manuscript books by the repertory they contained, rather than by composer, so that very few names appear in this
section of the list. Among those composers active in Mexico, only the singer Juan de Carabantes and the chapelmaster Hernando Franco appear. Carabantes, represented by a Mass for four voices (70), went before the chapter in 1558 with the offer of four ‘books’ (probably partbooks) of polyphony, the contents of which are unknown, though they were acquired by the cathedral. Since the volumes had a specific title—unfortunately omitted from the chapter acts—they probably comprised a printed collection. Later Carabantes went to Guatemala, where the only extant work by him is preserved: a setting of the Passion.\(^4^1\)

Without doubt Franco ought to be the best-represented composer in the inventory, given his position as chapelmaster in the years immediately before it was compiled, and given the large number of works by him to survive (more than 70 in Mexico, Puebla and Guatemala), an indication that he was a fairly prolific composer for his time.\(^4^2\) However, only one motet anthology in six partbooks is ascribed to him (21), although other entries in the inventory are probably attributable to him. Among these are: the double-choir setting of the psalm *Miserere mei, Deus* and the antiphon for Lauds *Christus factus est* (25), as well as a draft copy of *Asperges me* (123–4), all of which have been preserved in MEX-Mc 10 and attributed to Franco; one or more of the anonymous collections of Magnificats (probably no.22) that served as a source for the parchment copy made by Juan Hernández and presented to the chapter in 1611;\(^4^3\) the setting of *Consummatum est* for the Passion sung

---

\(^3\) Rodrigo de Saavedra asks for payment for a book of polyphony he has copied for the instrumentalists (‘ministriles’) (AHAM, Fondo Cabildo: Museo Catedral/Catedral Metropolitana, Caja 183, Expediente 34, 6 June 1578) (by permission of the Archivo Histórico del Arzobispado de México)
on Good Friday and the four-voice versicle Pater in manus tuas (127), copied in MEX-Mc 1; the psalm In exitu Israel (187); the Office of the Dead (23); and a good proportion of the separate sheets with various psalm-settings which were copied in MEX-Mc 11.

Cristóbal de Morales is the best-represented peninsular composer in the manuscript repertory, at least for the attributed works. His celebrated tenor peninsular composer in the manuscript repertory, is also listed in the Tarazona Cathedral inventory. Other works by Morales must have reached Mexico in manuscript form since they were never printed, as was the case with the Office of the Dead. On the other hand, the Requiem Mass mentioned in the inventory (23) was probably the five-voice version that appeared in his second book of Masses. These works, still extant in 1589, are of particular interest since they can be linked to the exequies held for Charles V three decades earlier in 1559 in Mexico City; the chronicle of this event, entitled Túmulo Imperial, specifically mentions several works by Morales that were performed on this occasion. Morales’s music for the dead acquired a symbolic status in the Hispanic world through its connection with royal exequies and was also performed at those held for Philip II in the royal chapel in Madrid. A copy of this five-voice Mass has been preserved in a 17th-century manuscript in Puebla, with an attribution to the ‘divine Morales’ (see illus.4). Curiously, this same attribution appears in the last of Morales’s works in the inventory, the verse Caph. Vocavi amicos from the third Lamentation of Good Friday (51). This Lamentation was printed in two posthumous Italian editions of 1564: one by Francesco Rampazzeto and the other by Antonio Gardano (M3607 and M3608), both widely distributed through Europe. Of the nine Lamentations in this collection, only the last four are by Morales. In any case, it is striking that these three manuscript works by Morales (Tu es Petrus, the five-voice Requiem Mass and the Lamentation setting) are also found in the Tarazona Cathedral inventory of 1591 and, like Guerrero’s 1566 Requiem and certain works by Victoria, clearly formed part of the canon of cathedral polyphony in the late 16th-century Hispanic world.

Finally, the inventory also lists separate items by three Franco-Netherlandish composers who feature strongly in Spanish inventories of the 16th and 17th centuries: Philippe Verdelot, Lupo and Orlande de Lassus. Verdelot’s famous motet Si bona suscepimus (129), which appeared in six editions between 1532 and 1559, is listed, probably copied from the Motetti del fiore published by Moderne in 1532(15329). A motet with the incipit ‘Jesus’ (105) is attributed to Lupo, although neither Lupus Hellinck nor Johannes Lupi (the two possible candidates) are known to have composed works beginning with this word. Hellinck composed a four-voice setting of Joannes Jesu Christo (15539), but the inventory indicates five voices. Identification of the motet (102) attributed to Lassus is also impossible since the inventory gives no incipit and indicates only that it is for four voices. The presence of this work in Mexico Cathedral, however, is not without significance since it is one of the few Spanish cathedrals to make reference to Lassus’s music before 1600. Another unattributed motet is Veni sponsa Christi (107); settings exist by Jean Richafort, Filippo Duc, Eustachius Barbion, Jan Nasco and Annibale Padovano, among others, although it could also have been a copy of Victoria’s setting from his Motecta festorum totius anni (Rome, v1433/15856). It is impossible to determine the authorship of two other motets, Hoc est corpus and Ave Maria (108 and 109). Although the presence of works by Franco-Netherlandish composers is limited, it is significant in its reflection of the integration of printed repertory through manuscript copies.

**Devotional music: villancicos and related genres**

As well as the Latin-texted works, the 1589 inventory includes a large repertory in Castilian with 39 collections in cuadernos and 109 pieces copied in parts or on separate sheets, such as the three books of songs for the instrumentalists (65–67) with the paraliturgical music performed by the capilla inside and outside the cathedral. Not one composer’s name is mentioned, the importance of this section is enormous, since Castilian-texted works, given their ephemeral nature, were not customarily inventoried; when they are included, it is not usually with as much detail as in the Mexican inventory where textual incipits, number of voices, genre and feast are given. None of this music has survived: given its occasional nature, it was generally copied onto separate sheets or in parts rather than into books whose
more resilient format would have contributed to its preservation. Nevertheless, given that so few sources have survived, the wealth and variety of poetic genres, musical forms and performing contexts that can be extrapolated from the inventory help to illuminate an otherwise obscure aspect of music-making in the New World towards the end of the 16th century.

Much of the Castilian-texted repertory in the 1589 inventory cannot be understood without consideration of the well-established tradition in Spanish drama for the inclusion of musical items in the public theatrical productions mounted by cathedral chapters, municipalities and religious orders (especially the Jesuits) for the purposes of religious doctrine, political propaganda or popular devotion.54 There is documentary evidence for music’s important role in plays, autos, dialogues and interrogatory exchanges (coloquios) in the 16th century. Lázaro del Álamo (chapelmaster of Mexico Cathedral between 1556 and 1570) composed motets, villancicos and chanzonetas for the plays and coloquios written for Corpus Christi and Christmas by the poet Juan Bautista Corvera. The following chapelmaster, Juan de Vitoria (1570–74), directed and probably composed the incidental music for two theatrical works written for Moya Contreras’s appointment as archbishop in 1574: Desposorio espiritual entre el pastor Pedro y la Iglesia Mexicana, by Juan Pérez Ramírez; and the third coloquio A la Consagración del Doctor don Pedro Moya de Contreras, by Fernán González de Eslava. Vitoria’s successor, Hernando Franco (1575–85), composed several ‘excellent musical settings’ (‘acertadísimas en letra y punto’) for the festivities held in 1578 for the reception of some relics presented to the Jesuits by the pope. Thus it is clear that the practice of inserting musical items written by cathedral chapelmasters into theatrical productions in New Spain was well established from the mid-16th century.55

A large proportion of the musical settings of texts in the vernacular comprises devotional items for the principal feasts of the cathedral’s liturgical year.
The two vernacular genres most often mentioned in the inventory are the villancicos and chanzonetas, which were especially developed in the New World. Together, these genres account for 90 per cent of the settings of vernacular texts. Today the two terms are often used synonymously, but the deliberate use of one or the other surely implied some now unrecognized difference in the period. The earliest references to the performance of chanzonetas in Mexico date from 1535, when the municipal council asked the cathedral chapelman Juan Xuárez to compose the ‘chanzonetas y música e invención’ needed for the reception of the first viceroy of New Spain, Antonio de Mendoza. References to chanzonetas appear in the chapter acts throughout the 16th century and the first half of the 17th century, especially for Christmas and Corpus Christi, usually regarding the expenses paid to the chapelman for their composition, copying or rehearsal. The term ‘villancico’ was introduced only later in Mexico, in the 1580s. In the first half of the 17th century, both terms seem to have been used indiscriminately, although the title-pages of the first printed chapbooks of Mexico Cathedral (1650, 1651, 1654, 1656, 1657, 1659, 1660, 1672) continue to refer to chanzonetas or texts (letras) rather than villancicos, that word not being used in this context until 1657. This chronology contrasts with that of Puebla Cathedral, where the word chanzoneta was used into the 1670s, although, curiously, the term villancico was used from the earliest known chapbook for Puebla (1652).

The statutes of Mexico Cathedral (1585) include mention of the chapelman’s duty, well established for some decades, to compose ‘devout and honest songs’ (‘canciones devotas y honestas’) for Christmas, Epiphany, and the Assumption and Birth of the Virgin Mary. Early on the texts were provided by the praecentor, but the quantity of texts needed was such that, so as not to ‘importune’ any single person, the cleric Arias de Villalobos was appointed ‘poeta de esta Santa Iglesia’ in 1595. Villalobos was an important author from Extremadura who encouraged a great deal of activity in the first quarter of the 17th century as master of the college of San Juan de Letrán and official playwright to the municipal council; with his appointment the supply of texts was assured. Evidence of the importance of these musical settings in the vernacular is found in the cathedral chapter’s granting of periods of leave to the chapelman to seek out the texts needed and set them to music well enough in advance. The number of days’ leave granted corresponded to the importance of the feast and the number of pieces he had to compose: 40 days for Christmas and Corpus Christi and its octave, four for the feast of St Michael, and three for that of St Peter and the Assumption, this last being the advocation of Mexico Cathedral. The inventory includes the incipits and number of voices for the villancicos and chanzonetas for these feasts, as well as for those less established such as the Good Thief (95), St Luke (103), St Gregory (79) and two local patron saints of Mexico City: St Hippolitus (78, 100, 131) and St Eligius (88, 146). References are also found to popular characters (Gil, Juana, Carrillo, Manuel, Mexía) who address each other in the rustic language typical of the 16th-century Iberian villancico.

Despite the preponderance of chanzonetas and villancicos, they are not the only genre mentioned in the 1589 inventory. Several references to the ensalada, a Christmas-related genre that mixes different music, languages and metres, are listed, although no reference to it has been found in the chapter acts. However, the inventory also makes reference to ensaladas with themes other than Christmas, such as a game of pelota, an entertainment of Aztec origin (29), war (30), the auction (34), visit (40), beheading (50), marriage (97) and St Michael (35, 37). There are also references to the related genre, the smaller-scale ensaladilla (87 and 92). The titles display the allegorical and metaphorical nature typical of these works: Buenas nuevas pecador, Ladrones or Carne, mundo y Lucifer. In a few instances other pieces closely related to their poetic form are also listed, as, for example, the tercetos, with verses of three lines in arte mayor (126), the lira, with five lines (89), and the sonnet with its 14 lines of eleven syllables (45).

The coloquio, another of the poetic-musical genres included in the inventory, deserves special mention. As a genre belonging to religious drama with a didactic aim, the coloquio presents a dialogue format in the scholastic tradition, its text consisting of a series of questions and answers, thus giving its composer the opportunity to exploit different double-choir textures. The inventory lists nine eight-voice coloquios, almost all in two cuadernos, one for each four-voice
choir (47–9, 58–62, 64). The description is similar in every case and includes the textual incipit for each choir: ‘two cuadernos with an eight-voice coloquio, one beginning Muerte, ¿de quién huides, di? and the other responding De la vida que hoy es nacida’ (48). The music for these works does not survive, but its style was probably similar to pieces of the same kind in Gaspar Fernandes’s Cancionero musical, in which the antiphonal setting and largely homorhythmic approach of the two choirs, with the play between question and answer having an almost theatrical dynamism, can be clearly seen.65 These coloquios reveal how the new polyphoral idiom developed at the end of the 16th century was not limited to Latin-texted pieces, but was also used to a considerable extent—probably even earlier—in this now lost but very rich vernacular repertory. Also of interest for its early appearance is the ‘Salve en romance’ (38), which was substituted on occasion for the Latin Salve regina. Although this setting has not survived, its text was probably similar to those preserved at Bogotá and La Plata.66

Since none of these settings in the vernacular specifies a composer, a more complete view of the repertory is impossible. However, it is very likely that most of these works were composed by the chapelmasters active before 1589 and, in particular, the four who served from the 1560s onwards (Lázaro del Álamo, Juan de Vitoria, Hernandez Franco and Juan Hernández), when there was a marked increase in the amount of devotional and popular poetry following the Council of Trent. The repertory’s specifically local nature is clear from local references, as in the villancico composed for the foundation of the convent of Jesús María in 1580 (143); almost 40 villancicos performed for the taking of vows by Jeronymite and Conceptionist nuns (whose names are specified) in various convents in Mexico City (147–85); an ensalada for the game of pelota (29); and a villancico for the anniversary Mass for Agustín Díaz (135).67 Also of local inspiration are the works in honour of the viceregal authorities, such as the villancicos for the consecration in 1575 of Juan de Medina Rincón, Bishop of Michoacán (74) and of the Bishop of Charcas (116), for the reception in 1580 of Viceroy Lorenzo Suárez de Mendoza, Count of Coruña (75), and the doctorate in 1584 of Dionisio Ribera Flores, canon of Mexico Cathedral (133).

Little information is available on the authors of the texts of these works, but they included Fernán González de Eslava, a prolific poet and playwright. Most of González de Eslava’s coloquios required musical interpolations. For instance, Eslava’s sixth coloquio includes the texts for the entry of the Count of Coruña (75) and some of his poems were set to music, like the ensaladilla entitled Ven oveja donde estoy (92), the ensalada entitled The Auction (34), and the chansoneta entitled El divino Emanuel (44).68 A more systematic comparison between the textual incipits in the inventory and the anthologies and collections of individual poets such as Pedro de Trejo, Eugenio de Salazar and Juan de Cigorondo might result in further attributions. It is also possible that some of these texts are a lo divino versions of texts found in collections of secular verse. In any case, the inventory affords some insight into the large number of texts set to music and the many liturgical contexts and devotional functions and namings for music in the vernacular in the New World during the 16th century.

Conclusions

This detailed discussion reflects the significance of the 1589 inventory as regards the polyphonic repertory of one of the most important cathedrals in the New World in the 16th century. A comparison between it and other cathedral inventories of the period confirms its exceptional character, not only as the earliest surviving such document for Mexico Cathedral but also for its relatively detailed descriptions. Other 16th-century inventories from Hispano-America do not afford adequate points of comparison, since they are either much earlier (Guatemala, 1542, and Cuzco, 1553) or the level of description is too vague (Quito, 1581),69 so inventories from the Iberian peninsula must be compared if the significance of the Mexican inventory is to be placed in context.

There are 37 collections of Latin-texted polyphony listed in the inventory of Mexico Cathedral, including choirbooks, partbooks and cuadernos. This figure approaches that of the 46 collections listed in the 1587 inventory of the convent of the Descalzas Reales in Madrid and that of the 42 entries in the Tarazona Cathedral inventory of 1591,70 and it exceeds that of other major 16th-century institutions such as Seville.
Cathedral (1588) and the Royal Chapel of Granada (1592), which had 35 and 30 collections respectively. Thus, as regards Latin-texted polyphony, the Mexican inventory offers one of the most substantial collections of the period.

However, the real wealth of the Mexican inventory lies with the size of the collection of the musical settings of vernacular texts, and the detail with which it records that repertory. The inventories of Seville Cathedral (1588), the Royal Chapel of Granada (1592) and the Royal Chapel of Madrid (1600) do not include any of this music, and only the inventories of Zamora Cathedral (1582) and the convent of the Descalzas Reales (1587) list some books and cuadernos of villancicos and chansonetas, described in generic fashion with the number of voices and, sometimes, the relevant liturgical feast. The only cathedral inventory that systematically presents the title and number of voices for each piece is that of Tarazona. However, the number of cuadernos of Castilian-texted works in that inventory is 63, a much lower figure than that of 118 in the Mexican inventory. In addition, the Mexico Cathedral inventory specifies a further 109 works copied on separate sheets (both single and half sheets), while the Tarazona inventory lists only three. Thus the Mexican inventory affords one of the fullest insights into the cultivation of the religious villancico in the 16th-century Iberian cathedral world.

Despite the inevitable limitations of an analysis based on an inventory from a single cathedral, it is possible to glimpse certain general aspects of the polyphonic repertory performed in a New World cathedral in the 16th century. The juxtaposition of works by Iberian composers, whether active in the Iberian peninsula or the New World, and those by foreign composers (especially of Franco-Netherlandish origin) can be observed, with a clear emphasis on works found in Italian or French printed collections between 1532 and 1585 whether acquired directly from Italy or via a number of different routes through Spain. The inventory also shows the interdependency between printed and manuscript music books, confirms the intense cultivation of the vernacular genres and affords valuable information about the involvement of the cathedral capilla with other institutions, such as convents, in the urban milieu and with major civic and religious events in the viceregal capital, underlining its position as the official music chapel of the city.

The 1589 inventory also affords some insight into the shift in repertory that occurred in the last third of the 16th century. From the study of the chapter acts and other documents of Mexico Cathedral it is clear that in this period the cathedral had two large organs and enough musicians, singers and instrumentalists to be able to perform polychoral music. The inventory confirms the existence of this polychoral practice established in the 1570s and 80s, one that clearly affected both Latin- and vernacular-texted genres, these last offering the perfect opportunity for experimentation. At the end of the 16th century, the music library of Mexico Cathedral was one of the richest in America, a clear reflection of Mexico City’s position as a cosmopolitan urban centre and a meeting-point for the music that circulated in every region of the Spanish empire.

Translated by Tess Knighton

Appendix

ACCMM, Inventarios, Libro 2, Expediente 2, ff.89r–92v, 9 December 1589 (there is a second foliation: ff.153r–156v)

To make the inventory easier to follow, spelling has been modernized, abbreviations realized and tildes and punctuation added where necessary. Each entry has been numbered, whether referring to a collection or separate item, and that number is presented in brackets (1–208). The number of volumes in each entry (whether in choirbook or partbook format) is indicated by the superscript number(s) (¹³⁹). Those pieces copied on separate sheets (whether full or half sheets) have been counted as a single volume.

Inventario de los libros de música que hay en esta Santa Iglesia así de molde como de mano hasta hoy 9 de diciembre de 1589 años

[¹] Primeramente un libro grande de pliegos de marca mayor de molde encuadernado en tablas y badana amarilla con sus manezuelas de Flandes impreso en Roma Thyphographia Dominici Basi año de 1583, auctore Thomae Ludovici de Victoria es de misas de a cuatro, y cinco y seis voces.
[2] Ítem otro libro de la misma encuadernación, molde e impresión del mismo autor impreso el año de 1581 años es de
magníficas a cuatro voces y de antífonas de Nuestra Señora de a cinco y ocho voces.
[3] Ítem otro libro de la misma impresión y del mismo autor y de la misma encuadernación impreso en Roma el año de
1581 años es de hímnos de todo el año a cuatro voces y de algunos salmos a ocho voces.
[4] Ítem otro libro grande marca mayor encuadernado en papeles de becerro leonado con unas cintas azules del dicho
autor impreso en Roma año de 1585 años es de motetes de Santos a cuatro, cinco, seis y ocho voces.

[f.89v]
[5] Ítem otro libro grande de molde de papel de marca mayor encuadernado en papeles y badana negra impreso en París
Typographia de Nicolás du Chemin 1565 años es de misas de Francisco Guerrero.

{rest of page blank}

[f.90r]
[6–7] Ítem dos libros de pergamo que son el primero y segundo de Morales de misas son de papel de marca mayor y
están ya viejos.
[8] Ítem otro libro de misas de misas de Pedro Cholino [sic] de papel de marca mayor está encuadernado en pergamo.
[9] Ítem otro libro de papel de marca mayor de mano encuadernado en pergamo de hímnos y magníficas.
[10] Ítem un libro viejo encuadernado en papeles de badana de mano es de magníficas.
[12] Ítem otro libro de papel de marca mayor de mano encuadernado en papeles de badana negra donde está el oficio de
la Semana Santa.

[f.90v]
[14] Ítem cuatro libros chicos de molde en pergamo de motetes de Pedro Guerrero.
[15] Ítem cinco libros chiquitos de molde encuadernados en pergamo con cintas verdes y encarnadas de motetes de
Francisco Guerrero.
[16] Ítem diez libros de motetes de diversos autores pequeños encuadernados de becerro negro de molde con unos
letreros dorados que dio su Señoría.
[17] Ítem otros cinco libros de misas y motetes de molde de cuarto de pliego encuadernados en becerro colorado con unas
florecillas de oro.
[18] Ítem cuatro libretes de la flor de misas y motetes y encuadernados en pergamo son de molde.
[19] Ítem cuatro libretes de chanzonetas de mano encuadernados en badana colorada.
[20] Ítem un libro de mano de papel de marquilla de hímnos y salmos encuadernado en pergamo.
[21] Ítem seis cuadernos de mano encuadernados en pergamo de motetes del racionero maestro Hernando Franco.
[22] Ítem otro libro viejo encuadernado en pergamo de papel de marquilla en que hay unas magníficas de mano.
[23] Ítem otro libro de papel más que marquilla encuadernado en papeles y badana negra con unas flores de oro y unas
cintas de seda negra en que están de mano el antífonas de asperges, una misa de Requiem de Cristóbal de Morales y otras
misas y oficio de difuntos y salves y otras cosas.

[f.91r]
[24] Ítem otro libro viejo de papel más que marquilla encuadernado en papeles y badana negra [con] unas flores de oro
tiene de mano misas y algunos motetes.

{rest of page blank}

[f.91v]
[25–26] Dos cuadernos encuadernados que contienen el salmo de Miserere mei que se canta la Semana Santa, los dos coros
y el un cuaderno comienza Christus factus est pro nobis.
[26] Una chanzoneta en dos cuadernos de San Miguel que comienza Aparta, aparta a ocho.
[27] Más cuatro cuadernos de chanzonetas de Navidad que comienza el primero Regocijate zagal.
[28] Otros cuatro cuadernos de chanzonetas de Navidad que el primero comienza Nasce hombre y nasce Dios.
[29] Otros cuatro cuadernos del juego, una ensalada del juego de la pelota que comienza el tiple Jugaba a la pelota.
[30] Otros cuatro cuadernos de otra ensalada de la guerra que comienza Carne, mundo y Lucifer.
[31] Otros cuatro cuadernos de chanzonetas del Corpus Christi que comienza Más valiera no comerte.
[32] Otros cuatro cuadernos de chanzonetas de San Miguel que comienza Grant batalla hay en el cielo.
[33] Otros cuatro cuadernos de chanzonetas de Navidad que comienza el primero Mal puede desenlazarse.
[34] Otros cuatro cuadernos de la ensalada de la almoneda que comienza [A]llegaos a la almoneda.

[f.92r]
[35–36] Cuatro cuadernos de ensalada y villancicos de San Miguel que comienza Alegraos si la lanza no me miente.
[36] Otros cuatro cuadernos de chanzonetas para la Asunción de Nuestra Señora que comienza Ay ay divina pastora.
[37] Una ensalada y chanzonetas de San Miguel que comienza ¿Quién se quiere embarcar? y el villancico Gran fiesta.
[38] Otros cuatro cuadernos en que está la Salve en romance a cinco.
[39] Ocho cuadernos en que está Pange lingua gloriosi prelium certaminis y algunos versos de Vexilla Regis.
[40] Cuatro cuadernos en que está la ensalada de la visita que comienza Buenas nuevas pecador.
Cuatro cuadernos de villancicos para el Corpus Christi que comienza el primero A tal extremo ha llegado.

Cuatro cuadernos viejos de villancicos antiguos que al principio le falta algunas hojas y vienen a concordar en un villancico que dice Enamorado el Cristo eterno.

Cuatro cuadernos en que está el motete de Todos los Santos que comienza Sancti Dei omnes.

Cuatro pliegos en que está una chansoneta que dice El divino [E]manuel.

[blank] cuadernos de chanzonetas que en el principio de ellas está un soneto que comienza Viendo Cristo que ausencia causa olvido.

Un cuaderno en que está un fabordón del tercero tono que comienza Dixit Dominus y el himno Ave Maris Stella y una magnificat de cuarto tono.

Dos cuadernos que tienen un coloquio de a ocho voces que comienza el un cuaderno ¿Quién canta, Carillo? y le responde el otro El cielo.

Dos cuadernos que tienen un coloquio de ocho voces que el uno comienza Muerte, ¿de quién huides, di? y responde el otro De la vida de hoy nacida

Otros dos cuadernos que tienen un coloquio de a ocho voces para la fiesta de San Miguel que comienza ¿Miguel? y responde el otro Luzbel.

Otros cuatro cuadernos de la ensalada del ahorcado que comienza Ladrones.

Un cuaderno de marca mayor que comienza Gloria, laus et honor y tiene la Pasion de Ramos y la del Miércoles y Viernes Santo y la Lamentación del divino Morales que comienza Coph y el primer verso Vocavi amicos meos.

Un cuaderno en que están las chanzonetas del recibimiento del Conde de Coruña que comienza A me alegrado zagal.

Otros cuatro papeles en que están dos chanzonetas de a ocho y a siete que la de a siete comienza ¿Qué es aquesto que aquí está? y la de a ocho Di que miras, hombre, di.

Otra chansoneta de a ocho en dos cuadernos que comienza Hoy el arcángel fiel.

Otra chansoneta de a ocho en dos cuadernos que comienza ¿Quién es el manso cordero?

Otra chansoneta de a ocho en dos cuadernos que comienza No siendo de sí enemigo.

Otra chansoneta de a ocho que comienza ¿Por qué da luz el cielo?

Una chansoneta de a ocho coloquio al velo de una monja que se llamaba María que comienza ¿Quién es la que prometió?

Otros cuatro cuadernos que contienen otro coloquio para el día de San Miguel que comienza Dinos Luzbel quién cayó.

Otro coloquio de a ocho para Navidad en dos cuadernos que comienza Mas tiene el suelo que el cielo.

Otros dos cuadernos que tienen un coloquio a ocho que comienza ¿Qué tenemos que ha nacido?

Otro coloquio a ocho en dos papeles que comienza Si supiese quién es ésta que hoy nasce.

Otro cuaderno que tiene los versos Dic nobis María de la prosa de Pascua de Resurrección.

Otro coloquio de San Miguel en dos cuadernos a ocho que comienza Victoria, Victoria.

Otro cuaderno para con [sic] ministriles que en el tiple sólo está una letra que comienza La serpentina maraña.

Otro cuaderno para con [sic] ministriles que el tiple tiene una letra Honor, deleite y nieves.

Otro cuaderno para con [sic] ministriles que sólo el tiple tiene una letra que comienza Adios, adios mundo malo.

Otro cuaderno de dos pliegos que es borrador en que está compuesto el salmo Laudá Jerusalem.

Otro cuaderno en que están unos versos del himno de Navidad y de los Inocentes.

Un cuaderno en que está una misa de Juan de Carabantes a cuatro voces.

Cuatro cuadernos de villancicos que el primero comienza Lloroso va el padre anciano.

Un cuaderno en que está una chansoneta que comienza Goza padre pues podrá.

Un villancico de San Pedro en cuatro medios pliegos que comienza ¿Quién alegra la fl oresta?

Cuatro pliegos en que está un villancico que se hizo a la consagración del Obispo de Michoacán.

Cinco papeles en que están los villancicos que se hicieron al recibimiento del Conde de Coruña.

Cuatro medios pliegos sueltos en que está un villancico que comienza Mil gracias a Dios le damos.

Un villancico de San Pedro a cuatro que comienza la letra Pedro pues que por honrarios.

Cuatro papeles en que está un villancico de San Hipólito que comienza ¿Quién son estos que han venido?

Cuatro papeles en que está un villancico de San Gregorio que comienza Desde el eterno consuelo.

Cuatro papeles en que está un villancico que comienza Virgen pues os vás, de la Asunción de Nuestra Señora.

Cuatro villancicos en que está un villancico que comienza Pues que está ya con nosotros la doncella.

Dos pliegos en que está un villancico que comienza Salvaos Dios nuestro consuelo.

Un motete a cuatro que comienza Plange Jerusalem que es de voces iguales.

Otro villancico de San Miguel que comienza Al monte cristiano.

Cuatro medios pliegos en que está un villancico que comienza Mirad la abeja industriosa.

Cuatro medios pliegos en que está un villancico que comienza Pablo que es bajo aprobado.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza En el mundo, en la paz.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Dime Hipólito arrastrado, es para su fiesta.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Ver primero no queráis.
Un cuaderno en que están algunos Alleluias de contrapunto.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Hoy deja el demonio al hombre.
Un villancico a cuatro del Buen ladrón que comienza Pues con lágrimas enciende.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Ven [illegible blot] oveja donde estoy.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Cuál suele al duro invierno.
Un villancico a cuatro de San Pedro que comienza A Dios Pedro, a Dios a Dios.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Ver primero no queráis.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Ven [illegible blot] oveja donde estoy.
Un villancico a cuatro del Buen ladrón que comienza Pues con lágrimas enciende.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Cuál suele al duro invierno.
Un villancico a cuatro de San Pedro que comienza A Dios Pedro, a Dios a Dios.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Ver primero no queráis.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Ven [illegible blot] oveja donde estoy.
Un villancico a cuatro del Buen ladrón que comienza Pues con lágrimas enciende.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Cuál suele al duro invierno.
Un villancico a cuatro de San Pedro que comienza A Dios Pedro, a Dios a Dios.
Un villancico a cuatro que comienza Ver primero no queráis.
[142⁶¹] Otro villancico a cuatro que comienza Con vos nasce nuestra vida.
[143⁶³] Otro villancico a cuatro que se cantó en la fundación del monasterio de Jesús María que comienza Cristo y su madre han venido.
[144⁶⁴] Una antífona para el concilio que comienza Exaudi nos Domine a cuatro.
[145⁶⁵] Otro villancico a cuatro que se cantó cuando llevaron el Sacramento a las Recogidas que comienza El divino Rabádán.
[146⁶⁶] Otro villancico que atrás está asentado otra vez a cuatro que comienza Hoy elige Dios a Eligio.

Más veinte y ocho villancicos [in fact there are 38, 147–184] a cuatro que se cantaron a profesiones de monjas de diferentes nombres porque no se truequen se pondrán aquí los principios de ellos y otro que es a tres que comienza Francisco ninfa dichosa.

[Text in two-column format: column 1]

[148⁶⁸] Términos lleva María.
[149⁶⁹] Adiós que me deja María.
[150⁷⁰] Pues con vos se desposó Agustina.
[151⁷¹] Amores abajan a Dios.
[152⁷²] Rica mina, rica mina.
[153⁷³] Hoy pide los votos Juana.
[154⁷⁴] O qué venturoso día.

[Column 2]

[155⁷⁵] Cecilia a tres desafía.
[157⁷⁷] La victoria que hay mayor.
[158⁷⁸] Clara luz que nos alumbrá.
[159⁷⁹] Que estrella es esta Pascual.
[160⁸⁰] Beatriz de reina quiere.
[161⁸¹] Amor Agustina e vos.

[Column 2]

[163⁸³] María y Ana son dos.
[164⁸⁴] No sé cierto como os cuadre.
[165⁸⁵] Tiene una amiga Isabel.
[166⁸⁶] A la china celestial.
[167⁸⁷] Luisa juega al trocado.
[168⁸⁸] O qué extraña maravilla.
[169⁸⁹] Francisca vuestra humildad.
[170⁹⁰] Hoy hace presentación.
[171⁹¹] María circuncisión.
[173⁹³] El león divino y fuerte.

[Column 2]

[174⁹⁴] Entra sin temor de mayor contienda.
[175⁹⁵] Pues queréis casar hoy con Magdalena.
[176⁹⁶] María quien como vos.
[177⁹⁷] De victoriosos ramos.
[178⁹⁸] Y pues qu'in afición.
[179⁹⁹] Isabel hace su alma hoy el [sic].
[180⁰⁰] Sobre una piedra preciosa.
[181⁰¹] Dios a Francisca convida.
[182⁰²] Con María hace Dios.
[183⁰³] Niñas de los ojos.
[184⁰⁴] Pues en tormento cruel.

[Text continues in one column]

[185⁰⁵] Otro de profesión que comienza Con María hace hoy contrato.
[186⁰⁶] Otro villancico a cuatro que comienza O qué divino amasijo.
[187⁰⁷] El salmo In exitu Israel de Egipto en borrón a cuatro.
[188⁰⁸] Otro borrón a cuatro de la magnificat a cuatro del sexto tono.
[193–213] Si la verdad divina de mi Señora a cuatro.
[194–214] Todo se acaba todo se acaba y todo ha de acabarse a cinco.
[195–215] Como cogeré el fruto de la simiente amor a cinco.
[196–216] No puedo la fortuna con su movible rueda a cinco
[197–217] Comienza tía a llorar campiña mía a cinco.
[198–218] La humanidad de Dios triste afligida a cinco.
[199–219] De mi niña divina lo que más fatiga a cinco.
[200–220] O ánima amorosa enamorada, loca de amor sin tino a seis.
[201–221] Porque me pareciste en el semblante, amorosa y afable, cruel pastora a cuatro.
[202–222] No haya del cuerpo dolor y muy menos de la vida, mas póneme gran temor del que el alma por amor va también a ser perdida a cuatro.
[203–223] Un rato se levanta mi esperanza a cuatro.
[204–224] Amor, amor yo voto a mí que si asco él diese a cuatro.
[205–225] O lágrimas cansadas que en llegando mostráis a cuatro.
[208–228]–33] Cuatro libritos de motetes de mano, tienen también canciones a forrados en pergamo.
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